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on a Gaulish coin (Lambert, pi. vii. 35), and a bird with ears
and a tail like a cock, is to be seen above the horse on a British
silver coin (Evans, pi. G. 2). Whatever may be the signifi-
cation of the device, the occurrence of a Gaulish countermark
on a Gaulish coin is well worthy of being placed on record, and
will I hope lead to the publication of other similar instances.
The only other to which for the present I can refer is a coin of
rather earlier date, having both horses of the biga on the reverse,
and engraved in Hucher's " L'Art Gaulois," pi. i. No. 1. This
stater was found near La Ferte- Bernard (Sarthe), and is con-
sidered by M. Hucher to have been struck for the ArvernL
It bears on the cheek of the head on the obverse a small coun-
termark rather larger than that on the Swiss coin, and sur-
rounded by a beaded circle. The device is a small so-called
hippocampus, with the tail turned upwards, and ending in three
pellets. M. Hucher considers this countermark to have been
affixed by the Aulerci-Oenomanni. What is remarkable is, that
the piece is an ancient fabrication; so that possibly the coun-
termark is forged also, like the head of George III. so frequently
punched in on the plated Spanish dollars at the time when the
genuine coins were current in this country.—J. E.
find of coins.—In October last a hoard of 141 pennies of
Edward I. and II. was discovered in the parish of Keir, in the
county of Dumfries, and has been sent in to the Scotch Ex-
chequer. They had been deposited in a horn, which at the
time of the discovery was protruding from a bank of earth.
The proportion of coins of different mints was as, follows :—
London	56
Canterbury	45
Durham	23
Bury St. Edmund's     ...      6
York	5
Berwick    ..*....      2
Bristol	2
Newcastle	2
HI
george sim.
sale of coins.—A valuable collection of coins and medals—
Komano-British, Early British, Anglo-Saxon, and English—
was dispersed by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson and Hodge, on
the 26th March, and contained the following interesting" lots :—
Lot 7. Hadrian, 2 M; rev. britannia—£3 4s. Lot 16.
Comniodus, 1 M-, rev. vict. brit.—£4. Lot 27, Severus,

